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Tiger Sport
LUGGAGE
NAME

DESCRIPTION

2 Box Pannier
Kit (A9508078)

Bespoke Triumph luggage system featuring high security one key locking
mechanism, colour coded lid covers and fully weatherproof construction.
Dynamic mounting system ensures performance levels are not compromised
even when fully loaded. Offers 55.5 litres of luggage carrying capacity (can
accommodate one full face helmet in LHS pannier).

RRP
£640.00

2 Box Pannier
Lid Kit
(A9508081)

Factory colour coded pannier lid kit required to complete 2 box pannier kit.

RRP
£145.00

Lid Cover Kit,
Top Box
(A9508156 JI)

To be used in conjunction with Top Box T2351021.

RRP
£100.00

Magnetic Sports
Tank Bag
(A9510102)

Bespoke magnetic sports tank bag with moulded construction to maintain
form. Offers 15 litre capacity which can be expanded to 20 litres. Supplied with
rain cover, map pocket and shoulder strap.

RRP
£150.00

High quality inner bag, offered for use with the Tiger Sport Pannier System.
Pannier Inner
Constructed from durable, high quality nylon with preformed base for added
Bag (A9508077) water resistance. Features dual carry handles, detachable padded shoulder
strap and oversized branded zip pulls for ease of use with gloved hands.

PRICE

RRP
£100.00

Sliding Carriage
Kit (A9508076)

Sliding Carriage mechanism facilitates mounting of a top box. Features floating
mechanism allowing the top box to move independently to ensure the
handling characteristics are unaffected, even when fully loaded. Also
incorporates an automatic electrical connection when the top box is installed.

RRP
£140.00

Sports Tail Pack
(A9518077)

Moulded sports tailpack offering 16 litre capacity which can be expanded to 20
litres. Features bespoke zippers for use with gloved hands, and integral padded
shoulder strap.

RRP
£125.00

Top Box 
Powered
(T2351028)

Bespoke Triumph top box featuring high security one key locking mechanism,
colour coded lid covers (required separately) and fully weatherproof
construction. Offers 55 litres carrying capacity, and can accommodate a full
face helmet. Features 12v electrical socket for convenient charging of electrical
items.

RRP
£264.37

High quality executive Top box inner bag, offered for use with the Touring
Top Box. Constructed from durable, high quality nylon with preformed base
Top Box Inner
for added water resistance. Features dual carry handles, detachable padded
Bag (A9500505)
shoulder strap, subtle union flag stitch detailing, oversized branded zip pulls
for ease of use with gloved hands.

RRP
£75.00

Tiger Sport
COMFORT
NAME

DESCRIPTION

PRICE

Heated Grip Kit
(A9638015)

Twin position heated grip kit, features internally wired grip heaters for neat
installation and cockpit mounted switch position. VIN specific product, please
consult your authorised Triumph dealer.

RRP
£180.00

Low Comfort
Dual Seat
(T2306869)

Alternative Comfort Dual seat featuring 3D net comfort insert for enhanced
pressure distribution and comfort, and dual premium fabrics and stitch
detailing. Lowers seat height by approximately 20mm.

RRP
£195.00

Seat Comfort
Dual 3DNet
(T2306863)

Features integral 3D net comfort pad for superb weight distribution. Dual
premium fabrics and stitch detailing.

RRP
£250.00

Top Box Back
Rest
(A9500506)

Moulded passenger backrest pad for fitment to Touring Top Box for additional
passenger comfort. Features textured finish and Triumph Logo branding. Self
adhesive installation.

RRP
£42.49

Tiger Sport
ELECTRICAL
NAME

DESCRIPTION

Auxiliary Power
socket
(A9938185)

Auxiliary power socket which allows use of Triumph battery optimiser* or
Triumph heated clothing.

RRP
£25.00

Clear Rear Light
Assembly
(a9700122)

Clear LED rear light unit, direct replacement for the standard OE part.

RRP
£95.00

GPS Mounting
Kit (A9820001)

CNC machined, bespoke GPS mounting bracket designed for use with Garmin
Zumo 660 Navigation systems. Features robust aluminium construction with
anodised black finish.

RRP
£75.00

Optimate
Adaptor
(A9930416)

Allows convenient use of an Optimate Adaptor when used in conjunction with
the auxiliary power socket A9938047.

RRP
£10.00

TPMS Tyre
Pressure
Monitoring
System
(A9640169)

The instruments on TPMS enabled models have been designed to work
seamlessly with the new accessory Tyre Pressure Monitoring System. Current
front and rear tyre pressures are displayed via the instrument panel with
automatic warning alerts if tyres are below optimum levels.

RRP
£195.00

Triumph Battery
Automatic Battery Optimiser for lead acid batteries.
Optimiser
UK Model
(A9930410)

PRICE

RRP
£47.00

PERFORMANCE
NAME

DESCRIPTION

Arrow Slip On
Silencer
(A9600423)

Bespoke slip on silencer developed in conjunction with Arrow Special Parts. E
Approved. Titanium wrap, carbon fibre end cap and stainless steel internals
lead to a considerable 2.6KG weight saving.

Restrictor
Bracket Kit 72
KW (A9618169)

Mechanical restrictor bracket to reduce power output to 72kw.

PRICE
RRP
£675.00

RRP
£35.00

Tiger Sport
PROTECTION
NAME

DESCRIPTION

PRICE

Alarm Kit 
Thatcham
Approved
(A9808118)

Thatcham approved (Category 1) bespoke alarm immobiliser system
developed in conjunction with Datatool. Designed to be installed whilst
ensuring the integrity of the motorcycle wiring harness. Features vibration
resistant construction.

RRP
£295.00

Centre Stand Kit
(A9778016)

Bespoke fabricated centre stand kit for convenient rear wheel maintenance.
Finished in a durable powder coat.

RRP
£195.00

Engine
Protection Bars
(A9758164)

Designed in conjunction with the motorcycle to yield in the event of a fall or
drop, offering protection to engine casings. Durable fabricated steel finished in
tough black powder coat.

RRP
£195.00

Hand Guards
(A9708344)

High impact ABS hand guards designed to offer protection to hands and
controls. In durable textured black finish.

High Touring
Screen
(T2306711)

Injection moulded, polycarbonate high screen for a superb finish and optimum
clarity combined with a durable finish. 50mm higher and 22mm wider than the
standard part.

RRP
£165.00

Paint Protection
Kit  Fuel Tank
(A9938188)

Highly durable, puncture and gravel chip resistant Paint protection film
developed to protect paintwork, custom cut specifically to fit the Tiger Sport
fuel tank. When fitted the film appears clear, ensuring the motorcycle looks as
intended, an industry first!! Used widely in Formula 1 & Moto GP, this paint
protection film is designed to be installed easily and with perfect results. The
paint protection film allows UV rays to permeate through, meaning the
protected paintwork will age at the same rate as the rest of the motorcycle,
avoiding any unsightly colour differences if the film is removed after time.

RRP
£50.00

Rubber Tank
Self adhesive, durable rubber fuel tank pad to protect the tank from zip scuffs
Pad (T2401656) and wear. Features complimentary styling and subtle Triumph logo branding.

RRP
£30.00

Triumph Disc
Lock
(A9810000)

High quality, forged Disc Lock and carry pouch. Manufactured in the EU. SRA
Approved/Sold Secure.

RRP
£80.00

Triumph U
Lock, 270mm
(A9810006)

High quality, 270mm U Lock. Manufactured in the EU. SRA Approved/Sold
Secure.

RRP
£95.00

RRP
£110.00

Tiger Sport
STYLING
NAME

DESCRIPTION

PRICE

CNC Machined
Front Brake
Reservoir
(T2025066)

CNC Machined replacement Brake Reservoir for use on models fitted with
radial brake master cylinder. Features include machined detailing to lid and
body, laser etched branding, integral sight glass and an anodised black finish.

CNC Machined
Levers  Long
(A9620043)

CNC machined replacement brake and clutch levers. Anodised finish with laser
etched Triumph branding.

RRP
£150.00

CNC Machined
Rear Brake
Reservoir
(T2025065)

Replacement CNC Machined Rear Brake Reservoir in anodised black finish.
Features machined detailing to base and lid, laser etched branding and integral
sight glass.

RRP
£55.00

Machined Alloy
Short Levers
(A9620030)

Offered for Street Triple, Sprint ST, Sprint GT and Tiger, these CNC machined,
billet aluminium brake and clutch levers are offered to replace the standard
equipment items with a short alternative. Manufactured from aerospace grade
aluminium with hard anodised finish, the levers feature contrasting machined
and anodised span adjusters and laser etched Triumph branding.

RRP
£147.00

RRP
£70.00

† * Ontheroad retail price inclusive of first registration fee, Vehicle Excise Duty, manufacturer’s delivery to
retailer, number plate, tax disc holder, petrol, first service labour† and VAT @ 20%. We reserve the right to amend
prices at any time and without notice. †When performed by the supplying dealer. Accessory prices include VAT at
the current rate of 20%. Fitting charges are not included; please check these with your dealer. We reserve the right
to amend prices at any time and without notice.

